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Abstract

Whereas traditional methods of translation process research aim predominantly at fulfilling the requirements for controlled scientific experiments, shifts towards embodiment and situatedness at a conceptual level require methodological innovations for the analysis of cognitive processes as embedded in their relevant environments. In this article, we concentrate on one of the main challenges in the ethnographic study of translation processes in the translation workplace: the relationship between the researchers and the participants. Drawing on data from a multiple case study, we investigate the perceived role of the researchers and the mutual expectations of both the observers and the observed. In doing so, we examine the attitudes of translators and translation project managers towards researchers in a series of different work settings. Our results indicate that the enquirer posture imposed on the researchers by some participants corresponds with the former’s planned methodological and epistemological approaches, as do their expected trade-offs. Others, in turn, differ substantially from the researchers in their expectations. Based on our own experience and subsequent reflections, we argue that fostering connections between translation scholars and practitioners may contribute to overcoming some of the methodological challenges of ethnographic research in Translation Studies.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, different cognitive approaches to translation have required various methods to be applied and developed further in order to study translation processes. While traditional translation process research methods aim predominantly at fulfilling the requirements for controlled scientific experiments (see e.g., Jakobsen, 2017), shifts towards embodiment and situatedness at a conceptual level necessitate methodological innovations that allow us to analyse cognitive processes that are embedded in their relevant environments (see e.g., Ehrensberger-Dow & Hunziker Heeb, 2016; Muñoz Martín, 2010; 2017; Risku, 2017; Risku & Windhager, 2015). In line with the establishment of the situated and embodied perspectives in Translation Studies, the field of ethnographic and workplace studies seems to be gradually developing into a coherent new sub-sector of translation research. To better understand how translation is viewed, practised and managed outside the academic context, it is now increasingly being studied in authentic workplace settings. Although research of this kind has only recently begun to receive greater attention, first empirical studies are already combining socio-cognitive (e.g., Risku, 2014), ergonomic (e.g., Ehrensberger-Dow & Massey, 2019), practice-oriented (e.g., Olohan, 2019), affective (e.g., Koskinen, 2008) and other approaches (for recent overviews, see Risku et al., 2019; 2020). In many cases, the aim of these studies is to expand the research focus from exploring exclusively mental, internal or linguistic processes to also including situated, socially, historically and locally embedded interactions.

This shift has been particularly evident in cognitive studies of translation and interpreting. Halverson and Muñoz Martín (2020), for instance, note that “CTIS [Cognitive Translation and Interpreting Studies] researchers are now focusing on all agents, factors, [and] aspects of translation events” (see also Muñoz Martín, 2016). Some of this research is being carried out using ethnographic methods in authentic contexts of action. So what, we ask, motivates CTIS researchers to add the study of the contingencies of uncontrolled real-life translation situations to their theoretical and methodological toolkits? One of their main reasons for doing so stems from developments in the understanding of cognition. In mainstream cognitive science, cognition is often seen as the mental representation and processing of the information that lies between perceiving and acting.

In recent decades, however, a view of cognition has emerged which emphasizes the embeddedness of cognitive processes in their environments and reconceptualizes them as interaction processes that involve the mind, the body and the world (see e.g., Clark, 1996; Suchman, 2007; Walter, 2014). This view includes several approaches that emphasize the roles of the body (embodied cognition), environmental structures and tools (embedded cognition, extended cognition), social processes (distributed cognition), interaction (enactive cognition) or affect. They are frequently referred to collectively as 4EA cognition, second-generation cognitive science, socio-cognitive or simply situated cognition. Walter (2014) discusses four central insights which unify the different situated approaches to cognition and show how and why cognitive science has turned to studying larger units than the internal mental processes in the brain:

(1) In situated approaches, cognition does not take place removed from the body and the environment but instead encompasses continual, reciprocal interaction cycles of perceiving and acting with the environment (see also Clark, 1996; Thelen & Smith, 1994).

(2) “Abstract” problems such as plans and games of chess move into the background and attention focuses on the challenges to be mastered in the here and now between bodily systems and their environment (see also Suchman, 2007, referring to Agre & Chapman, 1991).

(3) The body is no longer seen as an input and output vehicle that must be controlled and coordinated but as a valuable cognitive resource in its own right (see also e.g., Clark, 1996; Shapiro, 2019; Wilson, 2002).

(4) The environment is not seen simply as the site of the “problem” but as quite the opposite, namely a resource that can contribute to efficient solutions (also Suchman, 2007, see p. 125 on the concept of "situation").

Cognitive systems therefore keep their internal cognitive effort as low as possible by accessing resources held ready in the world itself. The fact that the situative approaches do not view the role of the internal representation of the environment as decisive for explaining cognition should also be understood in this sense. As Brooks (1991) famously notes: “the world is its own best model” (p. 583).

Whereas classic or mainstream research on the translation process leans heavily on a computational paradigm of cognition (Muñoz Martín, 2017), the situated, non-computational approach to cognition needs to capture the processes by which translators access environmental, situational resources and integrate them into their cognitive processes. Although this can in theory be done either in a laboratory or in a field setting, there is an increasing call for more studies of translation processes in their authentic environments (see, e.g., Angelone, Ehrensberger-Dow, & Massey, 2016; Christensen, 2011; Hubscher-Davidson, 2011; Sun, 2014) in order to increase the ecological validity of translation process studies and therefore their relevance to real-life translation and translation as work.

To observe and describe translation processes and their underlying cognitive processes in line with the situated notions of cognition, we conducted a qualitative, ethnographic study at several translation workplaces. Studies of this kind become relevant when the researchers seek to obtain both the insider perspective of translation practitioners in the field and an insight into their work environments. As Hubscher-Davidson (2011, p. 8) points out, hearing the voices of translators themselves and gaining insights into their perspectives, emotions and views helps us better understand the process of translation. Giving the participants the opportunity to reflect on their work processes and interactions and spending several weeks observing them at their actual workplaces provides ethnographers with a deeper understanding of the interplay between translation processes and their authentic environments than they would be able to gain using mainstream research methods to investigate cognitive translation processes such as thinking-aloud-protocols, keystroke logging, or screen and eye-tracking in the laboratory.
Examples of the use of the ethnographic approach in translation and interpreting studies, including research extraneous to the translation process, include:

- Flynn (2004) on the relevance of the Skopos theory in literary translation;
- Mullamaa (2006) on liaison interpreting;
- Buzelin (2006, 2007) on publisher/translator networks;
- Hakola (2007) on the translation of musicals;
- Koskinen (2008) on institutional translation;
- Kastberg (2009) on technical documentation;
- Kuznik and Verd (2010) on the work content of translators;
- Kinnunen (2010) on court interpreting;
- Kolb (2011) and Borg (2017) on literary translation processes;
- Abdallah (2011) on translators in translation production networks;
- Asare (2011) and LeBlanc (2013) on the use of translation technology;
- Massey and Ehrensberger-Dow (2011) and Ehrensberger-Dow (2014) on education and ergonomic needs;
- Marinetti and Rose (2013) on theater translation;
- Hokkanen (2013) on interpreting in religious contexts;
- Risku (2014) on freelance translation;
- Risku (2016) on translation project management;
- Duflo (2016) on becoming a simultaneous interpreter; and
- Olohan and Davitti (2017) on workplace practices in translation companies (for an overview, see Risku 2017; for application contexts in translation and interpreting research, see also Risku et al., 2019).

The multiple case study referred to in this article included interviews and observation sessions in four different translation settings (see Section 3 for a detailed description): a translation agency, a translation department in a public-service institution, two (cooperating) freelance translators and a technology company with its preferred translation agency. Drawing on data from this study, the article considers the possible challenges that researchers might face when encountering the field of translation practice and interacting with practitioners as study participants.

To set the scene, we begin by providing a description of the methodological nature and scope of our research. We then go on to describe and compare the researchers’ intended and the participants’ perceived enquirer posture and also their mutual expectations and desired trade-offs. Therefore, the aim of this article is purely methodological in nature: it does not seek to provide information about the translators’ actual processes, tools and workflows (this was the objective of the overall study) but instead investigates the perceived role of the researchers, the relationship between the researchers and the participants, and the mutual expectations of the observers and the observed. Accordingly, it seeks to provide insights into the attitudes of the participants towards the researchers in different translation-related work settings, their
reactions to the proposed participation-based approach, the enquirer posture they imposed on the researchers and their expected trade-offs.

2. Ethnographic workplace research: Where researchers meet practice

2.1 Interacting with and in the field

The study of larger behavioural units in their natural environments is typical of qualitative, ethnographic research, which facilitates learning and understanding of the (cultural) practices in the field under study by looking at the everyday (working) lives of individuals or/and groups (see e.g., Flick, 2017; Meyer, 2013; Robben & Sluka, 2015). Such investigations are frequently conducted using the participant observation method, where the observers are present and involved in the situation under observation, communicate with the persons observed, perhaps even participate in their activities to some extent, and write field notes as documentation and (self-)reflection in-situ (see e.g., Emerson et al., 2007; Fetterman, 2010). These field notes are often complemented by research diaries and individual or joint (in the case of research teams) reflection and analysis sessions (see e.g., Emerson et al., 1995; Eriksson et al., 2012). This enables ethnographers to document and discuss their own experiences with the research in detail and incorporate their reflections on their own role, their interaction with the field and their impact on the situations observed into their findings. The data collected through observation are usually complemented by data obtained in interviews with the relevant social actors. The interviews serve to find out more about their views, how they make sense of what is happening in the field and the meaning they attach to both their actions and their environments (see e.g., Flick, 2017).

The researchers’ involvement in the field enables them to gain a better understanding of its structures and dynamics. In workplace studies (for a specific approach to workplace research, see e.g., Heath, Knoblauch & Luff, 2000; Knoblauch & Heath, 2006), which also draw on observations and/or video recordings and conversation analysis, additional focus is placed on the technological systems used in the targeted work activities. Such studies therefore also examine the interplay between technology and its host environment as well as its influence on the work processes and the actors involved (for more information on ethnographies of work, see also, e.g., Brannan et al., 2007, or Smith, 2007; and on researching translation and interpreting related workplaces, see Risku et al., 2020). Accordingly, we also accorded special attention to this interplay of work processes, technology and environment in our project.

To be able to immerse themselves in the environment they are studying, researchers first have to access the field by explaining the nature and aim(s) of their research to potential study participants and awakening their interest in participating. Good relationships with the field and mutual trust between researchers and participants are likewise essential since the data collection “relies on personal interaction or engagement between the researcher and those being researched in the

research setting” (Pole & Hillyard 2016, p. 3). Indeed, Pole and Hillyard (2016) consider the position of the researchers to be a key aspect in successful ethnographic research, alongside their management of relationships in the field throughout the research project and their good ethical conduct (a prerequisite for all (successful) interaction with (potential) participants). In other words, ethnographers must pay special attention to their degree of involvement – from the initial consideration and establishment of contact with potential study participants through to the communication of the research results back to those who actually participate.

While managing the ethical aspects of ethnographic studies is a comprehensive topic that would exceed the scope of this article, it nonetheless does need to be mentioned, if only briefly. Good ethical conduct adheres to high ethical research standards which provide orientation and guidance for researchers throughout the research process and their subsequent work with the data. Above all, these standards focus on the ways in which researchers approach and treat their objects of study and handle the data acquired. Providing potential participants with detailed and honest information about the research goals is a crucial element of good ethical conduct, since it will ultimately determine their reaction to the research proposal. Avoiding any possible harm that could arise from participating in the study is a further key element; and it can be achieved, for instance, through anonymizing data and assuring confidentiality (see e.g., Delamont & Atkinson, 2018; Iphofen, 2013; Murphy & Dingwall, 2007; Pole & Hillyard, 2016; ethical aspects of ethnographic research are also discussed in more detail in Risku, 2017; Risku et al., forthcoming).

Since they are often confronted with participants with different and potentially conflicting expectations, the multiple roles that ethnographers assume or are perceived to have assumed can lead to role conflicts (Simmons, 2007) and moral dilemmas (Fine, 2010). Accordingly, there is a strong need for reflection on and a balancing of the proximity between ethnographers and the social situations and actors they are investigating. The level of immersion in the field should allow ethnographers to grasp its inner dynamics and the perspectives of the agents under study. At the same time, ethnographic research requires researchers to distance themselves from their own prior expectations, academic knowledge or practical know-how of the field and be open to the views of the people they are observing (see e.g., Flick, 2017; Pole & Hillyard, 2016), all the while keeping track of the relations in the field, the dynamics of these relations and their own potential impact on the situations under observation. According to Katz (2019, p. 16), “ethnographers shape a research self as they work through a series of existential choices” – regarding, for instance, the form of their ethnographic narrative, unexpected occurrences or difficulties and the resulting choices in the field, to name but a few factors. Further reflection on the part of the ethnographers could thus include thoughts and narratives on how their experience and interactions in the field have influenced not only the outcomes of their studies, but also their own experience of themselves as researchers and their working perspectives (for examples of such narratives in qualitative research, see, e.g., Simovska et al., 2019).

2.2. Enquirer posture

To present and reflect on our own intended enquirer posture and the posture imposed on us by the participants in our study, but also to contrast these positions and reflect on their consequences for the course and the findings of our study, we draw on Guba and Lincoln’s (2005) typology of enquirer postures in qualitative research. Our (researcher) objective was to fulfill the requirements of the constructivist research paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 2005) by identifying those factors that are relevant for the participants and studying the ways in which they construct meaningful action. According to Guba and Lincoln, the qualitative constructivist research paradigm views researchers as “passionate participants” (2005, p. 196) who seek to understand the object of study from the perspectives of the participants and to give them voice.

This is precisely the enquirer posture we adopted, since it corresponds to the ethnographic approach of our main research project, whose aim was to hear the voices of the participants and understand the processes of translation in modern-day real-life work settings. This position differs from other enquirer postures such as the “disinterested scientist” as an “informer of decision makers, policy makers and change agents” in the (post-)positivist paradigm or the “transformative intellectual” as an “advocate and activist” who strives to erode ignorance and misapprehensions in the critical theory paradigm (Guba & Lincoln, 2005, p. 196).

In general, ethnographic research has a strong history of political action in which it endeavors to “help change the world in positive ways” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. x). In our project, we sought neither to prove objective, decontextualized and generalizable knowledge in a positivist manner as “disinterested scientists” nor strategically or politically to change or improve the situations of the participants as “transformative intellectuals” or “advocates and activists” as postulated in critical theories. Instead, our objective was to obtain co-created results with a high degree of trustworthiness and authenticity as “passionate participants” (Guba & Lincoln, 2005, p. 196).

Ethnographers should strive to obtain an insider (or *emic*), not an “outsider” (or *etic*), perspective (Pike, 1967, p. 8) and they must distance themselves from their prior expectations in order to be able to approximate the view of the situation through the eyes of the observed. To ensure that we gave precedence to the participants’ voices (and not our own), we did our best to recognize our own prejudices and assumptions and reflected critically on ourselves as researchers (as described by Guba & Lincoln, 2005). Our aim was to facilitate a multi-voice reconstruction of the observed activities – both from the insider perspective (of the various participants) and from that of the reflective researchers (i.e., ourselves; see Guba & Lincoln, 2005).

According to Duranti (1997), ethnographers in the field of linguistic anthropology “are usually perceived as wealthy and powerful individuals who have only a temporary and in many respects very limited interest in the community they study and live in” (p. 95). However, and as was the case with our study, translation research can also be – and indeed often is – carried out by “indigenous ethnographers” (Fahim, 1982; Ohnuki-Tierney, 1984), that is, researchers who are themselves also

In this regard, Koskinen (2008) stresses that when “researching a familiar professional activity ... one has to be ready to question one’s own interpretations and not blindly trust one’s own insider knowledge” (p. 9). She had previously worked in the setting she observed (the European Union’s Finnish translation department) and describes herself as “an earlier insider turned into an outsider” (2008, p. 154) – clearly recognizing the need to reflect on her own specific, changed position in relation to that of her former colleagues. In any case, ethnographers are not necessarily “child-novices” (Duranti, 1997, p. 94) or tabulae rasa in an unknown field (although they may be perceived as such by those being investigated, as one of our case studies will show).

3. Research project description

Before going on to describe the dynamics of the interactions between the researchers and the study participants in the field in our particular project, we would first like to present our study design and the data we collected which inspired and enabled the methodological reflection presented in this article. The primary objective of this project was to study the cognitive processes in the translation process while taking account of the technological and social embeddedness of translators and translation project managers in their real working environments. To achieve this, the research focused both on the situative cognitive processes encountered in the translation process and on the interaction between the translators and other relevant actors and artefacts in a translation project. Our ultimate aim was to improve the ecological validity of translation process research and extend its research object by investigating translation as a socio-cognitive, embodied interaction between people and artefacts.

To gain an insight and enable us to contrast the different work realities in which translation-related processes take place, we conducted workplace studies in the following four settings (cases 1 to 4):

1. two freelance translators who work together on projects and proofread for each other (case 1);
2. a translation agency with 13 project managers and two business managers (case 2);
3. the technical documentation department in a technology company and a translation agency they work with (we did not get permission to observe or interview any of the agency’s freelancers or to do the same with another translation agency the department also worked with at the time of data collection) (case 3); and
4. the translation department in a public institution with five in-house translators (case 4).

In total, data were obtained in 58 half-day observation sessions (171 hours of observation). To increase reliability and intersubjectivity, the observations and subsequent data analysis were conducted in each case by two observers. During the observations, handwritten notes were taken to document both the work processes and the physical, technological and social environments in which they occurred. In addition to taking notes, the observers drew sketches of the rooms that formed the settings for the observations, that is, the physical environments of the workplaces observed. No video recordings were made. The participants were free to choose the observation
days and the daily routines that they allowed us to observe (in one case, we were asked, for instance, not to be present in a meeting in which they were discussing a translation agency’s financial situation and planning). We also conducted qualitative, semi-structured interviews (see, e.g., Flick, 2017; Gläser & Laudel, 2010) which provided us with a total of 26 hours of interview recordings. The interviews were transcribed in line with a simplified version of the GAT conventions (Selting et al., 2011). All the data were anonymized before being subjected to a computer-assisted, qualitative content analysis (as proposed by Gläser & Laudel, 2010) using the MAXQDA data analysis software.

4. Relational dynamics in the field: Reactions, perceptions and expectations

Prior to entering the field, that is, during the preparations for data collection, the members of the research team reflected on both the choice of participants and their own intended roles. Our intention was to act and be perceived by the study participants as passionate participants (Guba & Lincoln, 2005; see above). Our preparations for the fieldwork included consulting, first, the literature on how to do and reflect on ethnography and, secondly, an anthropologist with extensive experience in field research and qualitative data analysis. This way, we worked on becoming and seeing ourselves as self-reflective facilitators of the reconstruction of situations and interactions who take the different perspectives of the various actors and participants into account. We also reflected on how we wanted the participants to perceive our research, our presence in the field and our role as researchers. We likewise tried to communicate this role as explicitly as possible when presenting our project to the potential study participants.

The goal of our overall research project was to observe the actors involved in translation-related processes and their interactions with their environments and social contexts and to analyse their perceptions and the meanings attached to them. As observers and listeners, we tried to grasp the processes and situations we were permitted to be part of. We observed excerpts from different work realities in order to capture individual perceptions and points of view, therefore collecting information on different aspects of the work situations (e.g., processes, actions, habits, tasks, perceptions, views, emotions, environment and interactions).

Nonetheless, the extent to which we were granted access to – and therefore the possibility to study – these aspects varied from case to case. To illustrate this in more detail, we now describe those aspects of the interactions between the participants and researchers which we believe accounted for the level of access granted, namely, the participants’ reaction to our request to participate in the study, their perceptions of us and our role as researchers, and their expectations and desired trade-offs. We have based the descriptions presented below on both the meetings and the written correspondence with the participants prior to the data collection and their explicit statements and behaviour during data collection.

4.1 Participants’ reactions to the request to participate
As the literature on ethnography shows (e.g., Flick, 2017; Pole & Hillyard, 2016), one of the first and biggest challenges in ethnographic research is gaining access to the field. The first step in getting people to allow researchers to observe their lives and/or work realities is the presentation of the research interests and method as well as the contribution that is expected of potential participants. In hierarchical workplaces such as large enterprises and organizations, obtaining permission to observe individuals or groups of people, that is, the access to the setting and extent of the observers’ presence in the field, may first have to be negotiated with decision-makers further up the hierarchy.

However, as Pole and Hillyard (2016, p. 27) rightly point out, obtaining their permission does not necessarily ensure that the participants themselves will be open-minded and cooperate wholeheartedly with the researchers. Indeed, and as we ourselves experienced in one of our cases, it could in fact transpire that some of the participants would still have reservations about certain elements of the research. In our case (see below, case 3), these reservations became evident only after we had obtained the formal consent for participation in the project, that is, once we began the data-collection period. The reservations were not expressed during the presentation of our research or in the negotiations regarding the participation, even though the people we sought to observe were all present and actively involved in these meetings.

In all four of our case studies, we presented the research project to all the potential participants in advance and gave them the opportunity to ask questions before they made a final decision on their participation. During this process, we tried to explain the aims of our study and demonstrate that our intended enquirer posture was designed to make them feel comfortable and safe in showing us authentic excerpts of their everyday work routines. Nonetheless, the reactions of the participants varied from case to case. In case 1, both freelancers quickly agreed to participate in the project. One of them had taken part in previous studies conducted by the research project lead and was therefore already familiar with the study design and the research interests. While both she and her colleague were interested and happy to participate in the study, the latter initially expressed doubt whether her “small translator life” was “interesting enough” for a project such as ours. But after a first meeting with two of the researchers to explain the project, she also gave her consent.

The translation agency in case 2 had also participated in two previous studies, so they likewise already knew and trusted the project lead. Both the management team and the translation project managers were interested in and open-minded about participation. Two of the researchers initially met with the two members of the management team and explained the main ideas behind the intended research. While they expressed their interest at this point, they considered it a prerequisite that the translation project managers themselves were also willing to participate. We were therefore invited to present the project to the whole team at the agency, who subsequently all agreed to take part.
In case 3, a documentation department in a large technology company, two partner translation agencies and one freelance translator, the reactions to our proposal differed. The company itself had collaborated with the translation department at our university prior to the study, in particular by supervising Master’s theses that were of interest to the company. When it came to our project, the preliminary discussions to explain the study and arrange an appointment with the technical communication team (who would be the actual participants) proved to be laborious. To the best of our knowledge, the decision to participate in the study was taken by company management, who gave us their formal consent and required us to sign a confidentiality agreement that would guarantee anonymity (which we had already proposed to do).

The company provided us with the contact details of the two translation agencies with which they regularly collaborated. Agency 1 was interested in and open to participating in the study. Its CEO had participated in a previous project conducted by one of the researchers, so she quickly agreed to do so again. In an effort to cover the full translation chain, we asked the agency if we could also interview a freelancer who works on the technology company’s assignments. Unfortunately, no such contact was established. While Agency 2 initially also agreed to participate, its management team subsequently withdrew this consent, stating concerns that we might gain too much insight into their business and the current market situation, which could increase competition and lead to a potential loss of business.

In case 4, the translation department of a public-sector institution, the translators themselves were interested in and open to participating in the study from the outset. One of them already knew the project lead from events organized by the Austrian Association of Translators and was keen to hear about the research aims. In an internal meeting, the translators decided that they would like to participate and approached their line manager, who is not a translator, to request permission to do so. The final decision to participate involved multiple levels of management.

All in all, the granting of access to the setting varied greatly between the cases: some participants welcomed us actively and even convinced their line managers to give us permission to observe and interview them; others participated either voluntarily or with reluctance after their line managers had given their consent. These differences proved influential later in the project, as the following sections show.

4.2 The participants’ perceptions of the researchers

Once ethnographers have obtained permission to enter a given setting, their relationships and interactions with the participants determine the further success of the project. As became evident in our study, these aspects depend greatly on the participants’ perceptions of the researchers and the goals of the study. In multiple case study research, participants’ perceptions can vary even though they are all provided with the same initial information about the project. This proved to be the case in our study.
The freelancers (case 1) saw and accepted us as interested observers of the situations in which we were participating. They each allowed us five days of full access to their working environments – in both cases dedicated rooms in their homes reserved solely for work. They were both open to occasionally explaining some of their work processes and decisions in situ and answering our questions. Interestingly, they also at times even forgot we were present or referred to us as “the shadow” in a telephone conversation they had with each other while being observed. They also felt free to perform tasks that were not directly related to their work (e.g., taking the dog out, doing laundry, opening letters, etc.) during the time we were there, as they normally would in the course of a working day.

In case 2, the translation agency team welcomed us as interested observers and university lecturers but saw us more as scholars who, as such, are “remote from practice” and therefore know little about current project management processes and technology. They also saw us as “learners” and put great effort into explaining their tasks, tools and processes in detail to us. However, they did also ascribe us some power as representatives of the field of academia. This became evident when we were explicitly asked whether and to what extent our study would influence future translator training at university level – for instance, by adding more project management content to the curriculum. Further expectations were linked to the fact that we investigate cognitive aspects of translation, with one member of the team remarking in an early meeting that since we were cognitive scientists, we could tell what goes on in their heads.

Different perceptions of the researchers in case 3 resulted in different degrees of cooperation during the data-collection period. Some members of the documentation department team saw us as an academic authority and initially assumed that our ultimate interest lay in evaluating their processes, conducting a target–actual comparison and developing a model of optimal performance and processes. Before we began collecting data at his workplace, one of the technical writers again asked explicitly about the goals of the study, even though these had already been explained in detail in two previous meetings at which he had been present. We got the impression that he did not feel comfortable talking about his work processes, situation and emotions until the researcher had reassured him that evaluating these processes was definitely not a study goal. Once this reassurance had been given, the interview and observations with this particular participant produced a wealth of insights into his current work practices and made a significant contribution to the value of the research project.

Other members of the team, in contrast, felt that we – as non-practitioners – would not be able to understand the processes “live” and therefore declined to let us observe them. They chose instead to show us examples of their translation projects in retrospections, and we could sense their – not previously expressed – resistance to being observed during the first data-collection session. We naturally did not insist on participant observation in their case, and held none of the planned multiple and extended observation sessions with these participants. In fact, we visited them only once. The behaviours that indicated their lack of willingness to participate in the research included laughing at some of our questions (almost as if to ridicule them), giving fleeting
responses and insisting on only being interviewed (a) once and (b) together, therefore denying the two different observers the chance to collect data at their individual workplaces and interview them separately. An analysis of the interviews with these members of the team and another technical writer at the company indicates that they were unhappy with their position in the company, did not fully agree with the way translation processes were managed and were frustrated by their own inability to change the situation. Their reluctance to participate can also be viewed in this light.

Another technical writer at this company appeared to view us as learners and went into “teacher mode” every time we visited, even going as far as to explain the history of the technology sector and the company itself. While his enthusiastic accounts of its activities provided us with valuable general information on the context, it did not ultimately serve our main goal of immersing ourselves in authentic work processes and situations.

As mentioned above, one of the technology company’s translation agencies welcomed and viewed us as interested observers and translation/interpreting colleagues. This agency allowed us to observe its processes, and the participants there had no qualms about showing emotions such as fear, worry or frustration when discussing the difficulties involved in managing crisis situations with some clients. During our interview with the translation project manager, we got the impression that she appreciated someone showing an interest in her situation and listening to her talk about it, especially when it came to the cooperation with the technology company (which was not always conflict-free).

In the case of the second translation agency, whose staff were concerned about our gaining too much insight, we can only surmise that they saw us as (intended or unintended) “spies“ who would be able to reveal details of their operations and therefore trigger a loss in their volume of business. However, we have no explicit evidence to back up this assumption other than the statement mentioned in the previous section.

The translation department in the public institution (case 4) welcomed us as interested scientists and experts in Translation Studies and therefore participated robustly in the study. They allowed us to observe their work and attend their meetings. They also answered our questions carefully and took time to explain thoroughly any processes we did not immediately understand. Some of their colleagues from other departments (whom we met during lunch breaks) were confused about the goal of the study and initially assumed that our aim was to identify ways of optimizing the institution’s translation processes. However, this assumption was not shared by the actual participants in the translation department, who understood that we were trying to capture the complexities of translation work, including the processes, actors and technologies involved.
4.3 The participants’ expectations and (desired) trade-offs

When presenting the study to potential participants, we tried to identify their own interests and expectations in order to determine whether we could incorporate these into the study and therefore provide them with an added benefit. In all four case studies, the participants expected the data to be kept confidential. When asked if they had benefitted from participating in the study, the two freelancers in case 1 expressed their appreciation of the opportunity to reflect on their own work processes and noted that they had since become aware of certain patterns of action (some of which are described in Risku, 2014; Risku et al., 2016). They even asked if we could send them the anonymized transcriptions of the observation protocols, which was something we had already included as an option in our research plan if requested to do so by the participants. One of the freelancers told us that being observed and reading the protocols had made her aware of the amount of time she spent on social media and that she had since adapted her behaviour to make her working time more efficient and reduce the extent of such distractions during working hours.

The translation agency management team in case 2 was interested in our analysis of its project managers’ level of satisfaction with their work situation. After they explicitly communicated this to us in one of our initial meetings, we included this topic in greater detail in the interviews. We were also requested to send the agency any articles or reports prior to publication and to hold a joint presentation on its project management tools and artefacts at an industry congress. As already mentioned in the previous section, both the management team and the translation project managers expressed hopes that the study would trigger changes in the Translation Studies curriculum that would give more space and visibility to translation project management and therefore increase students’ familiarity with this topic and make it a more attractive career option for graduates.

The technical documentation department in case 3 asked us to send our analyses to them and expressed their desire to continue their cooperation with our department, especially with regard to the supervision of specific theses. Some of the technical writers interviewed did not seem to expect their participation to produce any value, while others simply used the opportunity to inform us, that is, the scholars, of their own views on current translation work processes. While not mentioned explicitly, we assume that the company’s middle management (who originally granted us permission and access to the setting) hoped our findings would strengthen its own position in negotiations with higher management on how to manage its translation activities. The translation agency used by the company (and which participated in the study) also asked for a copy of the final analyses.

Last, but not least, the translation department team in case 4 asked the observers to provide a one-page description outlining their perceptions of the department’s working environment (including both positive and negative aspects) immediately after the observation period. They also asked for a copy of the analyses and requested that the research team give a presentation (two years after the data-collection period) on the project and its findings at a domain-specific international translation conference organized by the department at regular intervals. We see...

This as an indication that they viewed the project as an opportunity to actively develop their own unit and processes and that they recognized the internal and external relational value of cooperating with the university, in this way confirming their role as experts in the field of translation.

**5. Conclusions**

Our analysis and subsequent reflection on the methods used revealed, among other things, that we – as scholars – had tried to treat the different cases in the same way in order to make them comparable as different work realities in which translation-related processes take place. Yet multiple factors influenced the events, including the attitudes and behaviour of the people observed, their opinions of science and research, and their levels of satisfaction with their own work situation, position and autonomy. It is therefore important that these factors and their potential manifestations are taken into account in the planning stage for ethnographic research in the translation workplace, since it is quite possible that they will also determine the dynamics in the field and the extent to which the insights gained by the researchers might be emic. Considering different reactions and possible insecurities on the part of the translators and project managers in the preparation phase can also help to improve the way in which the research is communicated to potential participants and, if necessary, to adjust the research agenda to ensure that the participants feel comfortable about contributing. These aspects also need to be considered when interpreting the results and reporting on the findings of an ethnographic study that investigates an outtake of translation processes and practices which depend greatly on the social dynamics between those involved.

As our data and description of the social dynamics presented above show, the participants perceived us – the researchers – predominantly as “others”, that is, not members of their professional group. They regarded us either as powerful, knowledgeable academic authorities, translation management consultants, interested scientists, passionate participants, spies or learners, or indeed as ignorant and uninformed. These perceptions even varied in one and the same case study, where some of the participants viewed us as knowledgeable but others regarded us as uninformed. This perception of us as outsiders who are “remote from practice” had different consequences for the research process and its outcomes in the various case studies.

On the one hand, it was beneficial as it encouraged some participants to provide thorough explanations of their work processes, tools, thoughts, learning histories and sense-making to ensure we could comprehend and subsequently describe them. This also relieved us of the “temptation” to use our own experiences from translation practice or previous research to fill any potential gaps in understanding – as we might well have done despite our conscious decision to the contrary. On the other hand, the perception of us as “others” also led some participants to decline to show us their work routines and talk about their problems and difficulties because they did not trust us to understand.
This outsider enquirer posture ascribed to us by the participants is not entirely independent of our own perception of them, since we, in a way, also perceived the participants as “others”. We contacted and observed them because they were translation practitioners (“others”) and not translation researchers (“us”), even though all members of our research team either currently also work as translators or have done so in the past. The perceptions presuppose each other. For example, we (i.e., the researchers) all have several years of prior experience as part-time freelance translators or interpreters and translation clients but no personal experience of working full-time as translators or translation project managers. In those work settings we could identify with from personal experience we were able to advance more quickly from initial observations to orientate ourselves in the field to focusing more closely on our specific research questions. Conversely, where we had no personal experience to draw on, it took us more time to gain an overview of the context and direct our observations and interviews towards our research goals.

Being perceived as an academic authority also proved controversial as it triggered different assumptions regarding the ultimate goals of our study. While some participants hoped this authority would grant us the power to introduce curricular changes, others assumed that an evaluation and optimization of what we had observed would be our ultimate scholarly goal. We also had the impression that the participants’ wellbeing at the workplace was a decisive factor: the higher the pressure to perform and the stronger the perceived potential of misunderstanding, the greater the resistance to open observation, perhaps out of fear of the consequences of any “suboptimal” processes we might identify.

Trust proved to be the key aspect that determined not only the settings to which we obtained access but also the way in which the participants perceived our research method. It was this trust that subsequently also allowed a sufficiently open interaction between the ethnographers and the participants. As our data show, those participants who had already been involved in prior studies and knew at least one of the researchers accepted the research proposal quickly and even contributed actively to the research process by suggesting specific topics for inclusion in the analysis. In contrast, some of the participants who knew none of the researchers or their previous research prior to the study were less inclined to participate or even mistrusted the participant observation method. They tended to expect that the observations would produce not only detailed descriptions and a deeper understanding of their work but also an evaluation and optimization of the work(ers) observed.

The analysis of translators’ work which does not merely draw on prototypical or ideal work situations but seeks instead to describe it based on data collected in authentic work situations is not yet an established research approach in Translation Studies. However, there is a growing body of research which, in addition to providing rich descriptions of translation practices, also reveals new research questions that could be addressed in future workplace studies. Longitudinal studies in particular will enable a long-term investigation of the changes in the dynamics in the field.

Fostering the links between translation scholars and practitioners is crucial to obtaining access to such authentic settings: doing so will help to overcome some of the methodological challenges of ethnographic research in Translation Studies and will also be beneficial to the translation industry and academia alike (see Risku et al., 2020). Making research(ers’) motivation and rationale more visible for practitioners (i.e., potential study participants) would strengthen the trust that is necessary for them to allow researchers to observe their work and decision-making processes and to reveal their thoughts, feelings and actions. Being informed about the current processes and translation-related projects in the industry – for instance, through visits by practitioners and researchers to industry and academic conferences, (in)formal meetings or newsletters and technical journals – can help researchers to keep abreast of current developments and, if they obtain access, enable them to observe processes from the very beginning as they are being implemented in and adjusted to their particular environment. In an ideal scenario, stronger links and exchanges between academia and the industry might also result in the development of a common research agenda that combines the interests of both researchers and practitioners alike.
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1 For a typology based on different degrees of involvement on the part of the observer, see, e.g., Gold (1958). This topic is also discussed in Flick (2017).